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United States v. Ohio, 787 F.3d 350 (6th Cir. 2015)
Hannah R. Seifert
United States v. Ohio is a concise example of the judiciary’s decisive
role in ascertaining the intention of parties to an agreement. Relying primarily on
the original documents memorializing a cost-sharing agreement to discern intent,
the court invalidated two subsurface mining leases entered into between Ohio
and Buckingham Coal Company for lack of prior federal approval. The court
determined that requiring pre-approval for any lease involving Project lands was
consistent with the foundational and foremost purpose of the Project to control
flooding.
I. INTRODUCTION
At issue in United States v. Ohio was whether the State of Ohio had the
authority to enter into two subsurface mineral leases with Buckingham Coal
Company (“Buckingham”) that would allow Buckingham to construct a corridor
connecting two of its properties and grant it the right to sell any coal extracted in
the process.1 The land Buckingham sought to acquire was located in Ohio’s
Hocking River Basin near the Tom Jenkins Dam and Burr Oak Reservoir
(collectively the “Project”), an area constructed and maintained through an
agreement to control flooding between the United States and Ohio.2 The United
States opposed the leases, arguing that Ohio was required to secure prior federal
approval.3 The United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reversed the
United States District Court for the Southern District of Ohio’s order granting
summary judgment in favor of Ohio and Buckingham, agreeing with the United
States that the documents memorializing the Project agreement indicated the
parties’ intention that Ohio would possess all Project lands until the Project was
decommissioned or prior approval was granted.4
II. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
This case involves the interpretation of a cost-sharing agreement entered
into between the United States and Ohio. In 1936, Congress, exercising its
jurisdiction over navigable waters, enacted the Flood Control Act (the “Act”) to
address the dangers and damages associated with river flooding.5 Pursuant to the
Act, the United States and Ohio entered a cost-sharing agreement in 1948 to
construct and maintain the Tom Jenkins Dam and Burr Oak Reservoir.6 The
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Project was designed and constructed by the United States Army Corps of
Engineers (“Corps”) to control flooding in Ohio’s Hocking River Basin.7 The
Project land encompassed property interests under and surrounding the dam,
including subsurface mineral rights.8
The Project operated without issue for over sixty years. In 2010, Ohio
entered into two subsurface mineral leases with Buckingham, a coal company
that owns and mines land surrounding the Project.9 Buckingham intended to
construct a corridor beneath Project lands, connecting its two non-Project
parcels.10 As part of the leases, Buckingham would also be granted the right to
sell any coal extracted in the process of constructing the corridor.11
The Corps opposed the leases and asked Ohio to cease all mining
activities within Project lands until it could determine how mining would impact
the Project.12 The Corps claimed that, pursuant to the cost-sharing agreement,
any mining activity within Project lands required their prior approval.13 While
initially agreeing to stall mining operations, Ohio and Buckingham determined
the leases did not require the Corps’s approval and proceeded with the mining
plan.14
The United States filed a motion for a temporary restraining order, which
was denied, in an attempt to delay the mining operations.15 Subsequently, the
United States filed this case against Ohio and Buckingham seeking a declaratory
judgment supporting their position that the cost-sharing agreement precluded
Ohio, or any third-party authorized by Ohio, from conducting mining activity on
Project lands without the Corps’s prior approval.16
On cross motions for summary judgment, the district court granted
summary judgment in favor of Ohio and Buckingham, finding that none of the
legal documents for the Project “clearly and explicitly prohibit[ed] Ohio from
leasing coal interests in [P]roject lands owned by the state.”17 The Sixth Circuit
reversed, determining that Ohio lacked authority under the terms of the Project to
enter into the leases.18
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III. ANALYSIS
A. Project Documents: Project Report, Agreement, and Planning Report
On appeal, the United States maintained that the cost-sharing agreement,
specifically the documents memorializing the agreement, barred Ohio from
leasing the Project land coal rights to Buckingham and obligated Ohio to retain
all Project lands until the Project was decommissioned or the Corps gave
approval.19 Where the district court found the Project documents merely
expressed a preference for a desirable result and did not create binding covenants
that prevented coal mining,20 the Sixth Circuit agreed with the United States,
concluding that Ohio did not have the authority under the cost-sharing agreement
to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of the coal rights on Project lands without the
Corps’s prior approval.21
The court based its decision on three Project documents. In 1947, the
Corps submitted a Definite Project Report (“Project Report”) setting out the
general framework for the Project.22 The court determined that, while
acknowledging mineable coal existed under Project lands, the Project Report
clearly focused the Project on flood control: “‘the dominant factor in all
considerations regarding the regulation of the reservoir is flood control.’”23 The
Project Report also acknowledged that the operation of the reservoir would
prevent mining of the underlying coal, rendering any other mineral interests
obsolete.24 Therefore, it was necessary to and consistent with the purpose of the
Project to grant Ohio all coal rights below 740 feet and simultaneously preclude
coal mining on Project lands.25
Subsequently, in 1948, the United States and Ohio executed Articles of
Agreement (“Agreement”) defining each party’s obligations for constructing and
maintaining the Project.26 The Agreement specified that Ohio was to “‘acquire all
lands and/or interests in land necessary for said Project, in accordance with [the
Project Report],’” and that the United States had the right to “‘enter upon
[Project] lands to be retained by Ohio’” and “‘to flood [Project] lands and/or
interests in land to be retained by Ohio.’”27 The United States emphasized to the
court that Ohio’s obligation to acquire the lands in furtherance of the Project
19
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would be useless without the corresponding obligation on Ohio to retain the
lands.28 Ohio was to hold all Project lands except the land needed for the actual
dam, which would be held by the United States.29
Finally, in October 1948, a Real Estate Planning Report (“Planning
Report”) was executed to supplement the Agreement.30 Like the Project Report,
the Planning Report emphasized the necessity for Ohio to acquire the coal under
Project lands for purposes other than mining the coal.31 The Corps “‘estimated
that it [would] be necessary for the State to acquire the coal, oil, and gas, and to
extinguish outstanding rights thereto, in the lands (approximately 1,450 acres)
underlying elevation 750.’”32
Ohio argued that the sole reason it was necessary for it to acquire the
land was based on the United States’s interest in avoiding potential legal claims
when the reservoir floods.33 The court rejected Ohio’s narrow interpretation,
finding that, in addition to avoiding legal claims, the United States sought to
secure the unrestricted ability to control flooding.34 Ultimately, the court agreed
with the United States that it was clear from the inception of the Project that the
operation of the reservoir must prevent mining.35
Ohio also urged the court to enforce Buckingham’s leases because it
determined that the mining activity central to the leases would not threaten the
Project.36 The court rejected this argument and circled back to the foundation of
its ruling—that allowing coal mining on Project lands would undermine the
parties’ intent as reflected in the Agreement and Planning Report.37
Not only did the Planning Report clarify Ohio’s acquisition of Project
land, it also explicitly stated that any “disposal” of Project land required the
Corps’s approval.38 The court reasoned that leasing subsurface mineral rights to
Buckingham constituted disposal of Project lands and therefore required prior
approval.39
B. 1962 Quitclaim Deed
Additionally, Ohio and Buckingham asserted that the United States
relinquished its rights to control coal mining when it executed a quitclaim deed to
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Ohio to Project lands on October 11, 1962.40 While the quitclaim deed expressly
included subsurface mineral rights, the court rejected Ohio’s reliance on the
“merger-by-deed” doctrine, and found the original intention of the parties as
reflected in the Project documents controlling.41
Under Ohio law, the merger-by-deed doctrine provides that “whenever a
deed is delivered and accepted without qualification pursuant to a sales contract
for real property, the contract becomes merged into the deed and no cause of
action upon said prior agreement exists.”42 However, the merger-by-deed
doctrine is a canon of construction that should only be applied to ascertain the
true intention of the parties to a deed.43 Since the quitclaim deed expressly
referenced the Agreement, the court determined that the parties’ obligations
under the Project documents remained the same, and the quitclaim deed only
transferred ownership of Project lands as originally intended.44
IV. CONCLUSION
The court’s ruling in United States v. Ohio not only resolved the isolated
controversy in leasing Project land to Buckingham, but also appears to be a
directive for cooperation between the United States and Ohio. Had the court held
that Ohio retained the authority to unilaterally lease subsurface mineral rights,
each disagreement between the United States and Ohio would compel new
litigation. Instead, relying on the Project documents, the court recognized the
foundational and primary purpose of the Project while likely preventing the need
for further judicial intervention on similar issues.
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